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Section 1.0
INTRODUCTION

Overview

One advantage of the SigLab / MATLAB integration is the ability to address unique
application requirements by programming SigLab within the MATLAB environment. All the
VIs were created using the MATLAB GUI tools and the SigLab-MATLAB interface routine
contained in siglab.dll.

The creation of a complex GUI-driven application requires significant programming work in
any environment. MATLAB has three significant advantages over other development (C++,
Visual Basic, etc.) environments for scientific and engineering applications:

1. Sophisticated calculations on arrays and vectors are easy.

2. Extensive visualization (graphing) capability.

3. Good graphical user interface tools.

These attributes make MATLAB the ultimate technical computing environment.

This manual contains both tutorial material and a reference section for function definitions
and file layouts. Some programming examples are provided in this manual and many more
can be found in the sigLab\vex folder.

Getting Measurement Results from SigLab

Two Primary Methods

One benefit of MATLAB integration is the ease in which measurement data may be retrieved
from a SigLab application and post-processed by MATLAB. There are two primary sources
for obtaining measurement results: from a file, or directly from the measurement application.

Since the files are in the MATLAB format, a simple

load myfile.vxx –mat

statement loads the measurement data stored in myfile.vxx into the MATLAB  environment.
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When you want to get measurement data directly from an application, the syntax for this is
typically:

      data = vna(‘get’,’meas’)

Note that this call must be made while the application is still alive in MATLAB , but it should
not be in the process of acquiring new data.

Applications, in general, will have a unique format for both the data in the file and the data
returned with the vxx(‘get’,’meas’)  function call.  For information about the data format
used by an application, simply type:

       help vxx

at the MATLAB prompt, where vxx is the application: vos, vsa, vna, vid, vto, vda, smap etc.

Example 1 - retrieving and plotting data from an application

Retrieving and plotting measurement results
is exceptionally simple in MATLAB .  The
following three lines of MATLAB code
created the plot shown to the right.

[fvec,xfer]=vss('get','meas');
cplot(fvec,20*log10(abs(xfer)))
xlabel('kHz'); ylabel('dB');

The measurement results are returned from
the swept sine application in the fvec and
xfer variables and the cplot function is used
to create the plot complete with cursors.

Three lines of MATLAB retrieved this
swept sine measurement, labeled the axis,
added cursors and  plotted it!
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Example 2 – retrieving MATLAB structured data from an
application

Since SigLab v3.0, the vos, vsa, and vna applications use a MATLAB  structure to hold
measurement data and related parameters. The details of this structure are described in
subsequent sections of this manual. An example of retrieving the measurement structure from
an application and using it for post processing follows.

The following code retrieves the measurement structure from the vna application and plots
the transfer function (channel 1 reference, channel 2 response) in a 3d format shown below.

SLm = vna('get','meas');
figure;
xfd  = SLm.xcmeas(1,2).xfer;
plot3(real(xfd),imag(xfd),SLm.fdxvec,'yellow');
set(gca,'color',[.4,.4,.4],'box','on');
title('3d Transfer Function Plot');
xlabel('Real Part');ylabel('Imag
Part');zlabel('Frequency');
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is MATLAB’s forte’.
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Example 3 – Using the MATLAB data structure and GUI tools to
customize an application

Sometimes you will have a unique post-processing operation that you want to do on a
repetitive basis. To efficiently accomplish this, you can add your own menu(s) to invoke this
operation. This menu can be added to a “stock” application without modifying the application
code whatsoever, so you do not have to repeat this work when you load a new release of
SigLab code.

The following code invokes the Dynamic Signal Analyzer and adds a “Group Delay” menu to
the standard application. You can expand this technique by adding a main menu and as many
submenus, to activate post-processing operations, as you like.

function gdly(Action)
   if nargin==0
      vna    % invoke Dynamic Signal Analyzer, then add a menu+callback
      uimenu('label','Group Delay','callback','gdly(''grpdelay'')');
   elseif strcmp(Action,'grpdelay')

      SLm         = vna('get','meas'); % when menu is
picked

      xf          = filtfilt([0.5 1 0.5], 1,SLm.xcmeas(1,2).xfer);
      dw          = 2*pi*(SLm.fdxvec(2)-SLm.fdxvec(1));
      grpdelay    = -1e3*diff(unwrap(atan2(imag(xf),real(xf))))/dw;
      cplot(SLm.fdxvec(1:(end-1))/1e3,grpdelay,...
            'labelx','Kilo Hertz','labely','Time Delay (ms)');
      set(gcf,'name','Filter Group Delay');
end;

% end function gdly

Add your own menu objects to
stock applications for custom
post-processing.

The menu pick calls the gdly
function and it computes and
plots group-delay, which is not
a format available in the
standard Dynamic Signal
Analyzer application.
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SigLab Graphical User Interface Programming Example

The Virtual Instruments serve as examples of MATLAB/SigLab programming. However, due
to the complexity of these applications, they do not make good starting points. The following
example can serve as a starting point for constructing a GUI to control SigLab.

Creating a GUI application consists of two basic steps:

1. Define GUI objects (buttons, menus, plots, etc) that will determine how the application
looks and operates.

2. Implement the action(s) taken when a GUI object is accessed (typically by a mouse click)
To keep the concepts as clear as possible, the following example does not use the
MATLAB preprocessor described in the next section of the manual.

"Simple Scope" Example

Although the following listing may appear formidable at first glance, the code is actually
straightforward. The source code is located in the vex sub directory in file ss_ex1.m

Use a function (not a script)
to create the application.

�������� 		
���������� ����

� ������� ������ � ���� ������ �����	�����
� ������� ������ � 		
��
�

Reiterate the function body
definition plus the various
actions that are implemented
by the function.

� �������� 		
��������������
� ������	
� ������ ������ �  ����  ��! "#� �������	
� ����� ��� ���� �����	�����
� �	���� 	��� ���� ���$
� ������ ���	� �!�	 �����������

Globals are useful for
maintaining the state of
variables on subsequent
invocations of the function.
GUI object handles are stored
in a global vector.

%��&�� '��
� � "��&�� ������ �� "#� !�����	
� ��� "#� �&(���	 ��� ����		��
� &) �!��� !�����	
� ' ��
� '*'������ �� * ������ ����� �
� 
 ������	����� ��+�	 �� 	����
� ��� �� 	�����

%��&�� ,#-
./�"� � ����� &� ���� ��������� &��
� ����!�� %��&�� �	 �!�
� ��	� 	����%!���� ��� �������!
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The easiest way to start the
application is by typing its
name at the MATLAB
prompt with no arguments.

� �� �������� �	 ������  ��! �� ����� ��%�����	�
� ��������� �!�	 �	 ������
�� ���%�� ** 0 ������*������� ����

To access the GUI object
handles (yet to be defined)
stored in the handle vector, it
is useful to define variables
with relevant names.

� ������ � 	������� �� ����� ����� �����	 �� ��+�
� ���� �����&�� �� %��� �	� �� �!� 1�2/�3
� 4��54����		�� &�� �!�	  ��� &� 	���� ���� ������$
��% * � � ��%���  ���� 
��& * 6� � 7��� ��	! &�����
��& * 8� � ,�� ��	! &�����
	�& * 9� � ���� ��	! &�����
�� * :� � �� ���	 �� ��	���) ����
�� * ;� � ���� �&(��� ��� ���	

Start of the switchyard "if"
statement. Typically begin
the long "ifelse if ...end"
structure with the 'init' action.

� 2!� 	���� �� �!� �	 ���!)���� �� 	��������
�� 	��������������������

� �-�2

First, initialize the SigLab
interface and hardware. The
code that executes in the
SigLab processors is
downloaded if it is not
already executing.

� ��������<� ��%/�& �		����% �!�	 �	 �!� ���)
� ���%��� �	��% �!� !��� ��� ��	�����	$
� 	�%��&$��� �	 	����� �� �!� �&��
� 	�&��������)$ .���  !��� �&�� �	
� ��$%$ ��=�����&=	�%��&�  ��! �!� ���!����
� ��������$ .�� �!�	 ��  ��+� �&�� 1#�2 &� ��
� �!� 1�2/�3 ���!

Each installation can be
customized by the user. The
pathfind function returns
where the vbin subdirectory
is located. The 'IOint' action
downloads the SigLab code
(siglab.out) which is always
in the vbin subdirectory.

>���������!? * ���!�������&�����
��&�%*0� � ���� ��� ��&�%%��% ����
>���@���3A�B��? * 	�%��&���@������$$$

>���������!��=	�%��&$����?���&�%��

The GUI application
environment starts with the
creation of a figure window

All subsequent GUI objects
are children of this parent
figure window.

� C����� � .�%��� A���� ��� �!� ����������� ��
� ��	��� ��$ 2!�	  ��� &� �!� �������� �� �!�
� �������	 ��� ���� ���	
'��
���%� * ��%�����1������������$$$

�C������>0�$:�$:?�$$$
�-������		
��$���$$$
�#���	��������	��$$$
�4�	�������>��;8D�9ED?�$$$
�,�	�<���������$$$
�-��&��2������������$$$
���	�&���������$$$
�������!������)��������$$$
�3��+��%��������������
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Buttons are useful to start
and stop processes. The
'Callback' of the object
defines what is to happen
when the object is accessed,
typically by the mouse.

In this case ss_exe1 is called
with the Action argument set
to the string 'run'. The
interruptible property allows
the process that was started
by the button (or uicontrol) to
be interrupted by another
process.

Each GUI object returns a
handle which is stored in the
global handle vector. The
handle can be used to access
the object's properties e.g. set
'enable' on/off.

� ������ � ��	!&����� �� ,�� �!� �����������
'��
���&� * �������������)�����4�	!&�������$$$

�4�	�������>9F0 0 90 6:?�$$$
������%���,����$$$
�C���&��+���		
�������������$$$
�����������&�����)�	���
� ���� �!� ����������&�� �������)

� ������ � ��	!&����� �� ���� �!� �����������
'��
���&� * �������������)�����4�	!&�������$$$

�4�	�������>:80 0 90 6:?�$$$
������%���������$$$
�C���&��+���		
�����	���������

� ������ � ��	!&����� �� 7��� �!� �����������
'��5���&� * �������������)���� 4�	!&�������$$$

�4�	������� >:F0 0 90 6:?�$$$
������%�� �7�����$$$
�C���&��+�� �		
������������ ���

The application needs an axis
object to plot the data.

� ������ �� ���	 �� ���� ���� ��
'��
���� * ���	��#���	��������	��$$$

�4�	�������>00� F0� :00� 800?�$$$
�3���������$$$
�-���4�����������$$$
�G�� 1��������	���$$$
�C������>0 0 0?�$$$
�2��+G����������$$$
�H/����>0�?�$$$
�I/����>5�?�$$$
�3�����G� �.��������

The title, xlabel, and ylabel
are children of the axis
object. In this example, they
will not change once set, so
their handles are not saved.

� 	�� �!� ��&��	 �� �!� ���	
! * %���'��
��������������
	���!����	�&����������	����%���2��� '�	���)���

! * %���'��
���������&�����
	���!����	�&����������	����%���2������

! * %���'��
������)��&�����
	���!����	�&����������	����%���B���	���

A plot (line) object is created
as a child of the axis to
actually plot the data.

� 	���� �������% ���������	 �� �!� ���	
'��
���� * �����'��
������H������0��I������0�$$$

��������%�������$$$
�C������>��?�$$$
����	�������������$$$
�3�����G� �.��������
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This concludes the
application initialization. At
this point, ss_ex1 will finish
executing and return control
to whatever invoked it. In
this case, control will return
to the MATLAB command
window.

� �!�	 �	 �!� ��� �� �!� "#� �&(��� ��������<�����
� �!� ��������� �� �!� ������	 �����	��������� ���
� ������ &) "#� ������	 �$%$ ��	!��% ,�� &�����$

� �� � ������ ������������ ���� ����&��+	  ���� &�
� ����� 	���� �!���  ���� &� ���) "#� �&(���	
� ����������% �!� �����������$

The Run action is where data
is acquired, and plotted.

The Run and Quit buttons are
disabled to prevent the user
from pushing them, and the
Stop button is enabled.

��	��� 	�������������������
� ,#-

� .��	�� 	��� &����� ����%�����
� ��	�&�� ,��� �� !�	 &��� ��	!��
	���'��
���&���J��&�����������
� ��	�&�� 7���� ����� 7��� ���� �������
	���'��
���&���J��&�����������
� ���&�� �����  �  ��� &� ������%
	���'��
�	�&�� �J��&����������

The acquisition parameters
must be specified before
acquisition begins. These
variables would normally be
determined by uicontrols, but
for this simple example, they
are set in the source code.

� -� � 	�� �� !��� ���
� ��� ����� ��� �!����� 
�!�� * �
	
����* �GC��
���% * :�
����	 * 0�
	�%��&�����"������!������%��@��	����$$$

����	�	
������G������

� ��� �����	����
&���+
	�<� * 900�

� �� �)	 �	� :600 ��� 60566
	������%
����+* :600�

� &��� ���! �!����	 ����
� 6� :� 0� 60� :0� 00� 600� :00� 000� 6000�:000�
� 0000� 60000
&��� ���! * :000�
	
��� * �.����� � �� ������	 ��

	�%��&�����������!���&���+
	�<��$$$
������+��	������%
����+��C������$$$
0$0��3A��&��� ���!�$$$
	
�����@��������0��

� ��� ���%%��
	
���� * �.���,����
	
��� * ����������
	
�	 * ����������
��!�� * �!���
	
	����* �4�	�������
	
���� * �#�.�����
����) * 0�
����� * 0�
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���
�����*	�%��&��2��%%�����!���$$$
	
�����$$$
	
����$$$
	
�	���!���$$$
�G���)������)�$$$
�/������������$$$
	
	�����$$$
	
������

� ��� 4����		��% ���� �	�� ��� �!�	 ��������
	
��%*������ � 	��� ������� �����	
�
��%*�
	�%��&��4����		���!���$$$

	
��%� �
��%��2�����%���

Set up output channel 1 to
produce a signal that can be
observed.

�  ��! �!� ������ ������ � 	�%��� �� �&	����
@�!��*�
2��* 0$0�
2���*0$0�
.	����*00�
.	���* 000�
@��/����*9�
	�%��&��@��/������@�!���@��/������
	�%��&��@��3��	���@�!���2���2����$$$

�C!�����.	����������.��.	������

Initialize data vectors and
axis scales given the
acquisition parameters.

� G����� � ��� ) ������	� 	�� ���	 	����
� �������% .�������) �	 �� �)	 6$:;K&��� ���!
�
��� * �0�&���+
	�<�5�L�&��� ���!K6$:;��
)
��� * <���	�&���+
	�<����
	���'��
�����$$$
�H/����>0��&���+
	�<�5�L�&��� ���!K6$:;�?�$$$
�I/����>5���%����%?��

Request data before entering
acq / display loop. Also, set
the global RUN_FLAG. The
loop will run until the
RUN_FLAG is cleared by the
Stop action.

� �� ��� �!� �����	����� ��� ��	���) ����
� �����	� 	��� ����
,���G*	�%��&��G���,����&���+
	�<���!���$$$

�2������ �-�A������
,#-
./�"*� � 	�� �!� %��&�� ��� ���% !���
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Now for the loop.

Check to see if data is
available by interpreting the
return of the SigLab DataRdy
command.

The drawnow statement
allows this while the loop is
interrupted by another
software action ( explicitly
ss_ex1('stop')) to break out of
this loop.

� ���� ����� ��� ���% �	 ������� &) ���� ������
 !��� ,#-
./�"**

� �!��+ ��� ����
��)*	�%��&��G���,�)��,���G��
� ��������� ��) 	����	
�� ��) ** 0

���% * 0� � �� ���� )��
��� �� �

��	��� ��) M* 
���%*� � �!��� �	 ����  �����%

��	��� ��)**5
���% *0�
��	��>�J����� ���� ��� �����	����?��

��	��� ��)**56
���% *0�
		
����	������
��	����C�� ���		��� ����� ��

��	�
���%*0�
��	��>������� ����%�� 	����	�?��

����

Get the data if it is available,
and then immediately issue
another request to maximize
the speed of the loop. There
is no point in waiting for the
plot to be done before
requesting more data. The
drawnow forces the plot to
update.

�� ���%**
� %�� ���� ���� )
��� ����)
>)
���������?*	�%��&��G���"����,���G��

� ����������) �����! ����!�� �����	�
,���G*	�%��&��G���,����&���+
	�<��$$$

�!����2�������-�A������

	���'��
��������������
����$$$
�)������)
����� ��� �� �

����

This is the end of the while
loop. The program can only
get here by clearing the
RUN_FLAG. The
RUN_FLAG can only be
cleared by the Stop button
callback function.

���� � �����	����� ��� ��	���)  !��� ����

� ����� �� ��	� ���� �����	����� �����	�
	�%��&��G����&�����,���G��

� 3����� ����%�����
� ���&�� ,��
� ���� !�	 &��� ��	!�� ��  � ��� !���
	���'��
���&���J��&����������
� ���&�� 7���� ��� 7���  !�� �������
	���'��
���&���J��&����������
� ��	�&�� ����
	���'��
�	�&�� �J��&�����������

The Stop action simply clears
the RUN_FLAG. The Stop
button is only enabled if the
Run button has been pushed.

��	��� 	��������������	�����
� �2@4

,#-
./�" * 0� � ����� �!� %��&�� ��� ���%

This Quit action is simple
since no attention was paid
regarding the use of the
SigLab hardware resources.

��	��� 	��������������������
� 7#�2

� ���	��% �!� ��%��� ���	 ��� "#� �!������
���	��'��
���%���
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This last branch of the
switchyard is taken when the
action cannot be interpreted
(ERROR).

��	�
� ����� ���������
��	��>�������� ��� ����%��<�� �� 		
���?��

End of the switchyard, and
the end of the ss_ex1 GUI
application function.

���� � �!� �	 ���!)���� �� 	��������
���� � �������� 		
��
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Some Examples in the vex Directory

The vex directory contains a number of simple, and not so simple, examples of programs and
utilities which perform useful measurements. Brief descriptions of the files in vex follows.
Note that most SigLab folders contain the file contents.m, which has a brief description of the
files in the folder. It can be viewed by using vip or cd to change to the desired folder, and
then typing help contents.  Most SigLab functions will provide more detailed information
using the help facility.  For example, for information on the file frftime.m, type help frftime.

Generate arbitrary output: arbout.m

Arbout takes a MATLAB vector and then reproduces this sequence using SigLab's output
subsytem hardware.

Generate Chirp Waveforms: chirpsig.m

This function takes as input a vector length, a start frequency and a stop frequency, and
returns the corresponding chirp waveform.

Cursored plot: cplot.m

A substitute for the standard MATLAB plot function which includes display expansion and
cursor support .

FRF from time: frftime.m

This computes two frequency response function estimates from time domain data on two
channels.  One is computed using FFTs, the other using system identification techniques.

GUI Example: guim.mi

This is an example of a graphical user interface implemented using MPP (the MATLAB
PreProcessor)

Measure:  measure.m

Utility function which will make and return a measurement (e.g. aspec, cspec, xfer). tmeas.m
is an example of its use.
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Long Arbitrary Output Demo: playdemo.m and playback.m

Demonstrates the ability to send long duration-synthesized signals to the arbitrary output
generator.  Connect a speaker to output channel one, run playdemo, and prepare to beam up.

Locked Sines: sinelock.m

This utility synchronizes sine waves on up to eight output channels.

Very Slow Data Acquisition: slowcap.m

This script file initiates a real-time data acquisition loop using a very low sample rate (for
testing purposes, 512 Hz, but in general use, the lowest available rate would be used) and
then further decimates the data based on the value defined in the local variable,
Capture_Rate. This allows the user to use MATLAB to achieve sample rates even slower
than the nominal slowest rate of the hardware. The decimated data is then updated to a figure
window in real time. Space is allotted in the code for owners of the Signal Processing
Toolbox to implement low bandwidth anti-alias filters as well.

Shaped Random Control: srand.mi

This application generates a shaped random output.  It uses the MATLAB preprocessor.
Connect output channel 1 to input channel 1.

A Simple Scope: ss_ex1.m

A simple time domain acquisition program with the beginnings of a human interface will be
found in ss_ex1.m . This example is covered in the material following this section.

A Simple Spectrum Analyzer: ss_ex2.m

A slightly more complex program which acquires and displays both time domain data and
autospectra.

Getting Data Out of the Transient Capture Buffer: tbuf2mat.m

This function returns whatever data is currently stored in the transient capture buffer.

3d Pole / Zero Plot: viddisp.m

This example shows how a dynamic model of the DUT produced by the vid VI can be used
by MATLAB applications (in this case a 3d Zplane plot).
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Enhanced Plot: vplot.m

This utility Plots SigLab data files (supports vos, vsa, vna, and vid files) and provides
extended display features such as peak labeling, grid, and harmonic cursors.  It does not
modify the SigLab hardware setup.

Processing Demo: vproc.m

A utility which will read a vcap (long record capture) file, process (e.g., low pass filter)  it,
and send it to the output generator. Requires speech1.vca.

Window Plot:  winplot.m

This utility plots the FFT windows used by the VIs (calls fftwin.m)

Transfer function Plot: xferplot.m

MATLAB has a rich set of visualization capabilities. A 3d plot of the DUT transfer function
is implemented in xferplot.m. This example shows how vna measurements stored in files can
be easily used by other applications, or plotted by custom display routines.
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Section 2.0
SLM - THE SIGLAB MEASUREMENT DATA

STRUCTURE

Introduction

SigLab (SL v3.x) software utilizes the data structure capability provided by MATLAB 5.x to
contain measurement data and all relevant measurement setup parameters. This diverse
collection of data consists of real and complex vectors, scalars, and strings.

The intent of this section is to thoroughly describe and document the SigLab Measurement
(SLm) data structure and provide numerous examples of its usage.

The basics of a MATLAB  structure will be covered first, for those unfamiliar with data
structures. Then the SLm structure will be explained with examples. Lastly, some simple
“conversion” routines will be provided showing how to convert measurement results in the
new structure to the old form of matrix storage.

MATLAB data structure concepts

Syntax and some basics

Although discussions of syntax are dry at best, they are unfortunately required for
completeness. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the general syntax of MATLAB .
Readers already familiar with MATLAB data structures may want to skip this section.

The key concept of the structure is that it is “collection of one or more variables”. These
variables are differentiated by their names, called fields. The fields are delimited from the
structure variable by a period which is the standard convention for virtually all languages. In
MATLAB, structures are remarkably easy to define and use. For instance:

��������	��
����  ������� � � �
�	��
��������	��������  �������� � � �
�	��
����������
����  ������ � � �
�	��
�����������  ������ � �  �!
��� ����
� "
����������	��#�$�%��  &�'� � � �!����
�������%��(  �)�)��*+�� � �  �!
��� ����
� �

The above actions define a structure called person with six fields that contain different data
types.
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Note: one rarely, if ever, does any serious work in the command window. An M-file or
function is the only viable approach. However, the command window is a perfect tutorial
vehicle and test bed for syntax. You can type the above lines of code, or highlight and copy
them to the clipboard and paste it into the MATLAB command window if you want to follow
along more closely.

Accessing a field in the newly created person structure is simple:

�����  ��������	��
����� � ��
 
�� �	��
 ���� 	�
� �����
�����  ����������
����� � ��
 
�� ���
 ���� 	�
� �����

� !��%	�� �	��
 �	���� ��� ���
 ,	
� � ���!� %�
,��� ��!� -�
�$������  ���������	��
������ ����������	���������� ������������
������

Now, at this point, no compelling reason for the structure has been shown. The above could
all be done with six variables. However, consider a “troop” that is formed from persons, e.g.
an array of structures.


����.)/)+0������� � 
�	� �	�� 1$�
 !���
�� � )+ ������ 
����2

Admittedly, this is a strange troop, since the people are all identical! Normally, one would
start out with defining the people structure using “empty” fields, but for this example, it was
more enlightening to initially have some example entries in the fields.

To change the contents of troop member number 2:


����."0��	��
����  �3��(��

����."0��	��������  ��� � 3��( ��� �� �	���� ����

����."0����
����  ��������

����."0�����  �����)�� � ��, � � ������
  �!
��� 	
 ,�� "

����."0����	��#�$�%��  )+415)"� � ��, � !�����6 7$��
	
(

����."0�%��(  ���&�&*��

Troop member number 2 now has the identity of Mary. Notice that, although Mary has the
same fields as John, they are not all the same size or even the same type. Her middle name is
missing, her rank is a three-element vector, and her serial number is complex! One could
simply not accommodate this diversity in data with a “matrix” approach. The matrix requires
all its components (vectors) to be of equal size. This fact is critical to the SLm structure.

To see the structure of the whole troop you can type (at the MATLAB  prompt):

8 
����
��� 
)6)+ �
�$!
 ����( ,	
� �	����/

�	��
����
�	��������
���
����
����
���	��#�$�%��
%��(
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Therefore, even if the field names were forgotten, they can easily be retrieved from the
structure.

Typing

8
����."0
��� 

�	��
����/ 93��(9
�	��������/ ��
���
����/ 9�����9

����/ �� � )�
���	��#�$�%��/ )+�++++4)"�++++:

%��(/ �� & &*�

returns the fields and their respective contents for troop member number 2, Mary.

Therefore, to get all the data about troop member number 2 into a new variable, one would
simply enter:

�#���%��  
����."0�

It should be stressed that the variable a_member is itself now a structure with fields identical
to the original person structure that was initially defined above. To get the first name of troop
member number 2:

�����  �#���%����	��
#����� � �	��
 ����

or  equivalently,

�����  
����."0��	��
#����� � $�	�� 
�� �
�$!
$�� �	��!
�(

At this point, the simplicity, logic, and significant benefits of using a structure over groups of
disconnected arrays of data are hopefully becoming apparent. With the basics covered, the
details of the SLm structure will be discussed next.
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Tutorial on SigLab measurement (SLm) data structure

Accessing SLm

The SLm structure is currently used by the vos, vsa, and vna applications. It is accessed in
two ways:

1.Loading a measurement file that has been saved with v3.0 code, e.g.

���� �	��#����� �� ;��


2. Issuing a ‘get’,’meas’ call to the active application, e.g.

<=�   ��.���
��������0� �  ���  ���  �� ��
$�� <=�

When accessing the structure directly from the vxx application, one need not use the variable
name SLm. Any variable name will do.

 ��#��
���
.���
��������0�

However, for the remainder of the discussion, the variable will be called SLm.

The SLm stucture contains the following basic components:

1. basic measurement parameters normally important for working with measurement data

2. single channel measurements (time histories, auto spectrum etc.)

3. cross channel measurements (transfer function, coherence etc.)

4. channel specific parameters (channel labels, dB reference, engineering units etc.)

5. ancillary parameters

Note: The most general structure will be associated with the vna application. The vos
application will only contain time series data, and the vsa application will contain only time,
spectrum and auto correlation data. Neither vos nor vsa will contain any cross channel
measurements.
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The following examples all use the data supplied in the file: sample.vna . It is recommended
that you clear the MATLAB  workspace, load this file, and follow along using the MATLAB
command window.

8 !���� ���
8 ���� ������� �� >��

8 ,���

?��� <	@� A(
�� B����
-�
B������#?�
�� )6"" && !��� ����(
-�
<=� )6) )�C�"" �
�$!
 ����(
-�
��( )6)� �+ !��� ����(
-�
 	#
	���
��� )6' &* ��$%�� ����(

The whos command provides a full list of variables contained in the sample.vna file. Of all
the variables in the file, only the partial list shown above will be of interest to the end user. In
particular, the SLm structure and the Cmprssd_Notes will prove to be of the most value.

Typing  SLm at the MATLAB prompt (with a file loaded in the workspace) gives the top
level view of the structure. The trailing comments were added for this document. The
numbers in the parenthesis indicate which of the above 5 categories the field belongs to
(1=basic measurement parameter, 4 = channel specific parameter etc.).  This data stored in
the sample.vna file has a 512 point time record which yields  201 point frequency domain
results (1+512/2.56=201), hence the numbers 512 and 201 that appear below.
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1) Basic Measurement Parameters

A brief description of all the fields that contain basic measurement parameters are presented
below.

<=��
�6 �! � 
	�� ����	�  �!
��

This is a vector representing the sampling time instants in seconds. It is usually used when
plotting a time domain result, but other information may also be extracted from it. For
instance:

�
  <=��
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<=����6 �! � ���7$��!( ����	�  �!
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This vector represents the frequency values in Hertz for the frequency domain measurements.
It too is often used in plotting results. Like the time vector, other information can be easily
extracted from it.

��  <=����6 �!."0><=���� �!.)0� � ���7$��!( �����$
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<=��� �� � � ������ 	������
	�� . �!
��0

This is a vector of variable length.  If no channels were overloaded during the measurement,
it will be a scalar equal to zero. If one or more channels had an input overload condition, the
channel number will be in the vector. Therefore, a test for overloads could be:

	� <=��� �� +
� 
���� ,��� �� � �������

����
�	��.�9� ������� �� /9�	�
"�
�.<=��� ��0�0�

����

<=��@���!� � @��� !��
�� ���7$��!( .�!����0

The zoomcf variable is one way to tell if zoom processing was used for the measurement. If it
is equal to zero, then zoom was not used. If it is non-zero, zoom processing was used. If
zoom was used and time histories were stored, they will be complex (rather than real)
sequences. A non-zero fmin (above) also indicates that zoom was used, but, a zero fmin does
not necessarily mean that zoom was not used.
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<=���� � � �$�%�� �� � ������ ���� .�!����0

If this variable is non-zero, averaged measurement data is in the SLm structure, and navg has
the average count.  In the vna and vsa applications, the user can choose frequency domain
averaging (normal) or time domain averaging. If frequency domain averaging was chosen, the
time history returned (soon to be discussed) is a snapshot of the last time record that was used
in computing the results. The same can be said about the fft data.

<=��@��� � @��� ����	�� ���� .%	���( �!����0

The zpad flag indicates whether zero padding was enabled for the measurement. Zero
padding consists of zeroing out one half of the time records before any subsequent processing
is performed in SigLab. It is used only for auto and cross correlation measurements. If zero
padding is on, and, other than correlation measurements are being manipulated, chances are
you have made an error in the operation of vna and the measurement data is suspect.

<=��,	�!�� � ����(�	� ,	���, ��,�� !����!
	�� ��!
�� .�!����0�

When any analysis window other than “boxcar” is used, one must apply a window correction
factor to the autospectrum data if the rms power over a band of frequencies is to be correctly
computed. The application of this factor will be shown when the autospectrum measurement
is covered.

2) Single Channel Measurements

Single channel measurements (as opposed to cross channel measurements) are results that are
based on one input channel and are independent of the signals into the remaining channels in
the system.  The field which holds these measurements is called scmeas   (single channel
measurements). This field contains an array of structures, similar to the troop example given
in the previous section. Currently it is a 1x16 array since there is a maximum of 16 channels
in a SigLab system. Note: if in the future the channel count is increased, the size of this
structure will naturally also increase.  The first four fields will be covered in this section. The
remaining fields (labels and engineering units etc) will be covered in a subsequent section.
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��# ��
�%#���

As you can see, a significant amount of information is contained within this structure. At first
glance, it might seem wasteful to pack around 16 channels worth of information especially if
you have only a 4 channel system. The same apparently inefficient storage situation also
exists with a sixteen channel system where measurements were only made on a few channels
e.g. 1,5, and 16.

However, since elements of the structure can have different size, elements of the structure
can be empty.

Given that the structure can have empty elements, there is now little or no penalty for creating
an array of structures that is indexed in a natural way: a one-to-one correspondence with the
input channel numbers.

The next important issue of the SLm structure is:

If any particular measurement data array is empty, the measurement was either:

� never made (channel or cross function possibly not enabled)

� never stored (not activated by file storage list in vna plot window)

So, this provides an extremely simple and effective way to decide if a particular type of
measurement, with a particular channel (or channels in the cross channel measurement case)
is present in the measurement data. Numerous examples will follow which illustrate this
critical point. The four types of single-channel measurement data will be discussed next,
starting with the time domain measurement vector.
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The above example was a bit risky since it assumed that a time history for channel 2 was
available. If not, a MATLAB  error would have been generated because there was no data to
plot. This is OK when one is hacking away in the command window, but generally ths is not
acceptable. The solution is to perform a simple test before trying to plot the data.
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The autospectrum measurement data is (naturally) a frequency domain result. It is stored in
units of  (Vrms)^2.  The next example will generate a plot with yaxis units of dB assuming a
1Vrms reference (0 dB=1Vrms). All autospectrum data will be plotted.
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Notice that 10*log10() is used to compute the dB display since the measurement data is
already squared. Also, the frequency domain vector is used to create the x axis for the plot.
Finally, it is easier and more efficient to use the data directly in the structure than it is to
make duplicate copies into vectors or matrices.

Often the rms level over a band of frequencies is desired. The following computes Vrms over
the entire analysis band and shows the usage of the analysis window correction factor.
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The fft measurement data is also a frequency domain variety except that it is a complex
quantity in units of volts. Unless time domain averaging was used, there was no averaging
process associated with the fft data.  The following code plots the imaginary part versus the
real part of the fft data.
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Finally, the auto-correlation data will be plotted. Since this is a time domain function, one
would normally think of using the SLm.tdxvec time vector. However, for correlation, the
absolute time of the record with respect to the trigger event is immaterial. One deals with
“lags”, so a time vector should be created from as follows:
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3) Cross Channel Measurements

The cross channel measurements are stored in SLm.xcmeas (x channel measurements).
Multi-reference measurements are now supported with the reference channels being between
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1 and 4. This naturally leads to a 2 dimensional array of structures to hold the measurement
data.
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The “4x16” dimension represents the 4 possible reference channels with the 16 possible
response channels. Each of the fields (xfer, coh, etc) is a vector containing either a
measurement result, or nothing if the result does not exist. These data are of different types
(real and complex) as well as different sizes (empty, frequency domain length, time domain
length). This is exactly the same situation as with the single channel measurements. Without
the structure paradigm, this is a storage nightmare.

The transfer function is the most often required cross-channel measurement. The simplest
example would be to extract a transfer function measurement between a designated reference
and response channel pair. For instance:
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Now, as previously discussed, the above action may well produce an empty x variable,  since
there is no guarantee that the particular measurement was made or stored. So, the code should
do a simple test before attempting to use the measurement.

The next example shows how to plot all the transfer functions in the SLm structure using
different colors for the four reference channels. Functions using channel 1 as a reference will
be in green, channel 2 in red, 3 in yellow, and finally reference channel 4 in aqua. The y axis
is in dB, while x is in Hertz.
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Note that 20*log10 was used to convert to dB and the absolute value was taken to get the
magnitude. The coherence and cross spectrum measurements are accessed and used in a
similar manner.

The cross correlation and impulse response measurements are both time domain results and
will have the same length as the SLm.tdxvec. However, as shown in the autocorrelation
example, the preferred time vector will not be the SLm.tdxvec, but a modification of it. The
correlation time vector will be the same as in the auto correlation case, but the impulse
response will always begin at t=0.
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4) Channel Specific Parameters

To present or process measurement data in most applications usually requires more than just
the data. This extra information is channel related, so it is included in the SLm.scmeas
structure as shown below.
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The usage of the label, fs_val, and db_ref fields will be described by way of the following
example.
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Frequently, you will use a transducer to measure physical phenomenon such as force,
acceleration, sound pressure etc. In this case, engineering units, relating the conversion by the
transducer of the physical quantity to volts, must be used to provide results in terms of the
physical units rather than volts. A few examples of such usage will be given here. For more
information, see the SigLab User Guide.

First, the SLm.scmeas().eu_on_off  field is a binary scalar (0,1) indicating that engineering
units were in use on a particular channel at the time the measurement file was saved. The
eu_string field contains text describing the physical unit of measure (g, nt, m/s, amps, etc.).

The eu_val field contains the scalar which expresses the number of physical units per volt of
the transducer. Note: transducers often are calibrated with the inverse e.g. an accelerometer
might produce 20 mV/g. This would mean that the eu_val would be 50 (g/V), indicating that
each volt represents 50g of acceleration.

The time history data is the simplest data type to apply the engineering units, it’s just a
multiplication.
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The auto spectrum natural storage units are volts rms squared, therefore the engineering units
must be squared. The same is true of auto correlation data.
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The cross channel measurements need to use the engineering units from both the reference
and the response channels as shown below.
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5) Ancillary Parameters

At this point, virtually everything that needs to be known about the SLm structure has been
covered. There are, however, fields that l have not yet been described. Knowledge of these
fields is not required to use the SLm structure. They are included here for reference.

The SLm.filestor structure contains information on the functions that were stored in the
SLm.scmeas and SLm.xcmeas fields.

filestor
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There is a 1:1 correspondance between the state flags and the measurement fields **except**
for the 10th flag. The first 9 flags explicitly indicate which "flavor" of data is stored. The
tenth state flag indicates that the user had enabled the option to store any measurement that
was being displayed, regardless of its state flag setting. In such cases, measurement data can
exist even when the state field indicates that it was not stored explicitly.

If you wanted to know if any transfer functions were explicitly stored in the structure:
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With cross channel measurements, the user can elect to use up to 4 reference channels, and
there is then a set of response channels associated with each reference. The SLm.xcstate
structure defines the reference channels and associated response channels for each reference.
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xcstate
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Probing into SLm.xcstate.resp provides:
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Therefore, reference channel 1 has channels 2-8 as responses, reference channel 2 has only
channel 6 as a response, while reference channel 3 has response channels 7&8.   Therefore, if
you are averse to testing, and a specific combination of reference and response channel has
measurement data (non empty), this information tells you that this data will exist without
testing for the measurement vector.
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Converting SLm measurements

Converting SLm data back to pre v3.0 form

This section is a brief guide to converting measurement results in the SLm structure back to
the pre SL v3.0 form. This may be useful to those modifying existing code.

Note: to convert an “old” file to the new SLm form, simply open the file with the appropriate
application (vos, vsa, vna) and then write it back. It will be written using the SLm structure.

For vos data:
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For vsa data:
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For vna data:
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To determine if file data is in the old or new format:
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